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Fiction
Clock Dance by Anne Tyler
A lifetime of painful milestones and fading grandchild prospects compel a woman
to help her son's ex, whose 9-year-old daughter needs protection from violent local
dynamics. By the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of A Spool of Blue Thread.

The Garden Party by Grace Dane Mazur
Two wary Massachusetts families—one, no-nonsense attorneys; the other, impractical intellectuals—meet before the wedding that is supposed to unite them and
share a single day of complicated fiascoes, miracles and unexpected eccentricities.

The Summer Wives by Beatriz Williams
Drawn into and then banished from exclusive Winthrop Island when a complex relationship between her stepsister and a working-class college youth ends in violence,
a Shakespearean actress returns after 20 years to pursue justice.

A Double Life by Flynn Berry
Thirty years after Claire's father was suspected of murder and promptly disappeared, he is found by police, causing Claire's carefully calibrated existence to fracture and her to wonder if she’s the daughter of a murderer or a wronged man.

Half Moon Bay by Alice LaPlante
Moving to a tiny seaside community after her teen daughter's senseless death, Jane
is moved by the shattering disappearances of local children only to find herself targeted with suspicion. By the award-winning author of Turn of Mind.

Believe Me by J.P. Delaney
An out-of-work British actress plays both sides of a murder investigation while
working as a decoy for unfaithful husbands for a New York City divorce firm, in a
twisted psychological thriller by the best-selling author of The Girl Before.

Give Me Your Hand by Megan Abbott
Distancing herself from an intense best friend who inspired her scientific ambitions
before divulging a life-changing secret, Kit competes for a dream research job and
finds herself in a dangerous game of cat and mouse.

Non-Fiction
Lincoln’s Last Trial: The Murder Case That Propelled Him to
the Presidency by Dan Abrams and David Fisher
This true story recreates Abraham Lincoln’s last murder trial—a case during which
he defended the son of a close friend who was accused of killing Lincoln’s mentor,
and was forced to form an unholy alliance with a longtime enemy to win.

What to Read and Why by Francine Prose
The New York Times best-selling author of Reading Like a Writer celebrates the
pleasures of reading and pays homage to the works and writers she admires above
all others, from Jane Austen to Charles Dickens to Jennifer Egan.
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